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2   JOIN THE COMMUNITY

Men’s Short-Sleeve Shirt
blue, gray, green, red
Sizes: S-XXL; Imported
#10108.01 | $34.95

Men’s Long-Sleeve Shirt
gray, blue, green, red
Sizes: S-XXL; Imported
#10114.01 | $39.95

Women’s Short-Sleeve Shirt
purple haze, ocean, gray
Sizes: XS-XL; Imported
#10111.01 | $34.95

Women’s Long-Sleeve Shirt
ocean, purple haze, gray
Sizes: XS-XL; Imported
#10115.01 | $39.95
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SILKWEIGHT
H2Core™ Silkweight keeps you cool, sunburn-free 
and comfortable for paddling. Wear it alone on hot 
days or as a base layer in cooler weather. Relaxed 
fit for casual comfort on and off the water. 
UPF 45+

NEW
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Women’s Short-Sleeve Rashguard
gray, ocean, purple haze
Sizes: XS-XL; Imported
#10020.04 | $44.95

Women’s Long-Sleeve Rashguard
black, purple haze, gray
Sizes: XS-XL; Imported
#10021.03 | $49.95

Men’s Short-Sleeve Rashguard
dark gray, blue, gray, chili
Sizes: S-XXL; Imported
#10001.04 | $44.95

Men’s Long-Sleeve Rashguard
dark red, black, blue, gray 
Sizes: S-XXL; Imported
#10002.03 | $49.95

RASHGUARD
H2Core™ Rashguards provide maximum 

protection from sun and abrasion with fabrics 
that wick moisture, breathe freely and dry 

quickly. Form-fitting pieces eliminate excess 
fabric for athletic performance. 

UPF 50+

NEW
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LIGHTWEIGHT
H2Core™ Lightweight combines sun protection 
and quick-drying breathability with just the right 
amount of warmth for cooler weather. It’s the 
perfect layer to help take the chill off, whether on 
the water or on the beach.  
UPF 45+

NEW

ENO SlackWire
The ENO SlackWire delivers instant entertainment and a 
healthy challenge wherever your adventures take you. Set it 
up in camp, the yard or the park in just minutes. 
#70221.01 | $69.95
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Men’s Zip
dark blue/blue, charcoal/gray
Sizes: S-XXL; Imported 
#10118.01 | $64.95

Women’s Hoodie
ocean, gray
Sizes: XS-XL; Imported
#10121.01 | $64.95

Men’s Pant
charcoal
Sizes: S-XXL; Imported 
#10122.01 | $49.95

Women’s Pant
charcoal
Sizes: XS-XL; Imported
#10123.01 | $49.95

Smith Frontman | NEW
Bold styling, plus crystal-clear polarized lenses 
that block 99% of the glare.

tortoise/polar brown, black/polar gray green
#13525.01 | $119.00

Kicker Remix Wetshoe | IMPROVED
Warmth, comfort and protection in a compact package. 
3 mm neoprene keeps toes toasty, and the tough rubber 
sole provides great wet and dry traction.

Men’s
black/blue | Sizes: 4-14; Imported 
#30022.02 | $44.95

Women’s
gray/blue | Sizes:5-11; Imported
#30023.02 | $44.95

H2Core Lightweight Tops
Friction-free seems ensure comfortable paddling and rowing, and 
the relaxed fit allows easy layering over and under the garment.

H2Core Lightweight Pants
Soft 9 oz. fabric wicks moisture, breathes freely and dries quickly. 
Form-fitting pieces can be worn alone, under board shorts or as a 
base layer. Women’s pants feature a yoga-style waist.
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Men’s Short
black | Sizes: S-XXL; Imported
#15015.02 | $69.95

Men’s Short-Sleeve Shirt
gray/green, red/chili, blue, black/green
Sizes: S-XXL; Imported
#15001.04 | $79.95

Stretchy 0.5 mm neoprene material provides 
lightweight immersion protection to help extend your 
season. Four-way-stretch exterior allows unrestricted 
movement, and the ThermalPlush™ lining feels great 
against your skin.

NEW

Kinetic Wetshoe | NEW
If you need to tuck your feet into tight kayaks, or want to feel more 
in touch with your SUP board, the NRS Kinetic is your wetshoe. The 
1.5 mm textured rubber sole flexes readily and protects your feet in 
and out of the boat. A naturally shaped toe box and 3 mm neoprene 
provide comfort and warmth. 

black/red | Sizes: 5-13; Imported
#30042.01 | $44.95

Men’s HydroSkin® Gloves | IMPROVED
A perfect balance of comfort and warmth 
for cool-weather boating. Our four-way- 
stretch HydroSkin 0.5 material holds in 
your body’s heat and moves with you like a 
second skin. Sticky GripCote™ palm, fleece
nose-wipe panel and an improved easy 
on/off wrist closure.

black/gray | Sizes: 3XS-XXL; Imported
#25014.02 | $39.95
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Women’s Capris
black | Sizes: XS-XL; Imported
#15017.02 | $94.95

Women’s Short-Sleeve Shirt
purple haze, dark ocean, gray/ocean 
Sizes: XS-XXL; Imported
#15003.04 | $79.95

Women’s Axiom Gloves | NEW
Our most advanced lightweight
paddling glove. Ultra breathable 
H2Core™ Silkweight fabric provides 
UPF 45+ sun protection while stretching 
four ways for unrestricted comfort. 
Vented synthetic leather palms help keep 
hands cool and blister free, and raised 
polyurethane pads improve grip. 

blue/gray | Sizes: XS-XL; Imported
#25035.01 | $24.95
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Endurance Jacket
Banish wind, splash and rain for a more 
enjoyable paddle. Adjustable neck and 
wrist closures seal out water. Action-cut 
design for layering underneath and 
unrestricted mobility.

Men’s

blue, red, green | Sizes: XS-3XL; Imported
#20010.03 | $99.95

Women’s

berry, blue | Sizes: XS-XXL; Imported
#20011.03 | $99.95

Edge Splash Pant
Tough, roomy, breathable pants keep 
splash and rain out, dry comfort in.

Women’s

gray | Sizes: XS-XXL; Imported
#20019.01 | $154.95

Men’s

black | Sizes: S-XXL; Imported
#20017.01 | $154.95
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Sea Tour Jacket
Comfortable, convenient protection that’s a cinch 
to stow. Wear it over or under your life jacket.

yellow, red | Sizes: S-XXL; Imported
#20014.02 | $179.95

Endurance Splash Pant
Waterproof-breathable comfort 
in and out of the boat. Slips on 
easily over your other layers.

black | Sizes: XS-XXL; Imported
#20015.02 | $99.95

Paddle Wetshoe
Easy zippered entry with toasty VaporLoft™ 
lining and natural-fitting comfort. Stretchy 
rubber support bands provide lateral 
stability and extra paddling protects your 
ankles. 3 mm.

Men’s
black/gray | Sizes: 6-14; Imported 
#30034.02 | $54.95

Women’s | NEW
black/blue | Sizes:6-11; Imported
#30040.01 | $54.95
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Designed for comfort in touring, recreational and 
fishing kayaks, these life jackets feature a mesh-back 
design that sits flush with high-back seats and keeps 
you cooler on warm days. Each purpose-built model 
features a convenient front-entry zipper and eight 
adjustment points for a custom fit.

Mesh-Back Life Jackets
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Chinook Type III Life Jacket
All the features an angler needs on the water, including a rod holder, knife lash tab, 
coil retractor, pliers loop, and seven pockets for your tackle and tools.
Design Flotation: 16.5 lbs.

bark, blue, orange | Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL
#40009.02 | $109.95

Zoya Women’s Type III Life Jacket
Sculpted foam panels provide a more comfortable fit for women. Zippered storage pockets 
keep small items handy, and fleece-lined handwarmers are a welcome feature on chilly days. 
Design Flotation: 16.5 lbs.

gray, blue, orange | Sizes: XS/M, L/XL
#40029.01 | $99.95

Clearwater Type III Life Jacket
A simple vest that’s far from basic. Along with the mesh back and zippered entry, we give 
you two large storage pockets and SOLAS reflective tape for better visibility on the water.
Design Flotation: 16.5 lbs.

red, blue, charcoal | Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL
#40007.02 | $89.95

cVest Type III Life Jacket
Ideal for off-shore touring, the cVest gives you five storage pockets, a knife lash tab, lanyard 
loops, a strobe loop, a slot for your radio, and high-visibility SOLAS reflective tape.
Design Flotation: 16.5 lbs.

blue, red, orange | Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL
#40028.01 | $114.95
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Ninja Type III Life Jacket
The low-profile Ninja stays out of your way for unrestricted paddling, whether surfing at 
your local play wave or island hopping in your sea kayak. The floating front panel adjusts 
to your body’s shape and gives you a place to put your hands when it’s chilly. The stretchy 
front pocket carries the essentials, and a lash tab holds your rescue knife.
Design Flotation: 16.5 lbs.

red, black, blue | Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL
#40013.01 | $129.95

Zen Type V Rescue Life Jacket
We designed the Zen with the philosophy that a rescue vest shouldn’t feel like a 
rescue vest. That comfort and usability can coexist with toughness and safety. With 
an ergonomic fit for freedom of motion and refined features for flawless utility, the 
low-profile Zen becomes one with you so you can become one with the river.
Design Flotation: 17.5 lbs.

mango, black, red | Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL
#40030.01 | $189.95

Vapor Type III Life Jacket | NEW
High-end performance and style at a budget-friendly price. The soft foam flotation molds 
to your body, and you’ll love the hand-warmer pouch and the huge front pocket. Action-cut 
design ensures total freedom of movement, no matter how you boat. 
Design Flotation: 16.5 lbs.

blue, red, yellow, black | Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL
#40034.01 | $79.95
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Pro Guardian Waist Throw Bag
High-strength floating rope in an easy-access inner throw bag. Secures around 
your waist with a quick-release belt. Always with you, always ready. 

yellow/black | Size: 55’; 1/4” Dyneema® | Max strength 2,495 lbs.
#45108.01 | $99.95
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WHITEWATER ACCESSORIES
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Elbow Pads
Add some armor to your arms. Patterned 
to flex easily so that your paddling motion 
remains unobstructed. 

black | Size: Universal
#50036.01 | $56.95

WRSI Current Pro | NEW
Removable ear pads and a stylish visor add extra protection 
and comfort.

black/lime, lime, black/blue, black/yellow | Sizes: S/M, M/L
#43006.01 | $97.95

With a mission to promote whitewater paddling 
safety, WRSI designers worked with doctors and 
engineers at Johns Hopkins University to create the 
most technologically advanced helmets that the 
paddling community has ever seen. A multi-impact 
shell combines with EVA foam liners and a 
polyurethane sub-shell to effectively dissipate 
impacts, while the O-Brace harness and 
Interconnect Retention System keep the helmet 
securely in place in turbulent waters.

Drylander RawHide Sprayskirt
The Drylander RawHide Sprayskirt features a tough raw-neoprene 
deck surface that holds up to any abuse you can imagine.

black/red | Waist: S-XL; Deck: S-L
#52525.01 | $124.95

Captain Rescue Knife
Unique design makes cutting rope and 
webbing easy and safe. 

orange | Size: 7.5"; 3" blade
#47307.01 | $39.95

HydroLock™ Stow Float
Fill the bag with your gear, zip the HydroLock closure shut, 
then add air to maximize buoyancy and water displacement. 

orange | Size: 30"L x 18"W x 7"W at point
#50083.01 | $74.95



We carry a full selection of Werner Paddles and can 
easily help you find the right one. Visit our website:

nrs.com/werner

SkagitCamano Tybee

Taj M’Haul Deck Bag
Feature packed with attachments for your water bottle, 
bilge pump and paddle float, plus an inner storage bag 
that’s totally dry.

red/black | Size: 17"L x 5"H
#50016.01 | $99.95

HydroLock™ Mapcessory Cases
No more soggy charts. No more maps flapping in the wind. The 
NRS HydroLock Mapcessory Case helps you navigate with ease. 
Just fold your map to the right section, seal it inside, secure it 
to your boat, and go!

Sizes: XS-L
#55026.01 | $13.95-$29.95

Deluxe Touring Safety Kit
All the safety essentials packaged in our mesh 
deck bag. Don’t leave shore without it.
#50018.01 | $114.95

HydroLock™ Grommetted Dry Bags
Urethane-coated nylon for durability and a 
clear urethane window for finding your gear. 
The HydroLock closure is 100% waterproof.

orange | Sizes: XS-M
#55027.01 | $18.95-$29.95

TOURING ACCESSORIES
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20% OFF ALL
Save big on all Whispbar and Yakima racks and accessories from May 18 through May 31. See full selection at nrs.com
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SUP ACCESSORIES
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12' Coil Leash
Comfortable calf leash for 
surfing and flatwater SUP.   
#50009.02 | $39.95 

SUP Leashes | NEW
Perfect for stand up paddle surfing, the NRS SUP Leash features a comfortable 
calf strap and polyurethane non-coil flexible line. Two in-line swivels for 
tangle-free performance.

8' Leash
#50010.01 | $24.95

10' Leash
#50010.01 | $29.95

Quick-Release SUP Leash with Bag
Now you can safely leash your board for river SUP without an expensive 
rescue PFD.   
#50008.02 | $49.95

Super Pump | NEW
Inflate stand up paddleboards and other 
high-pressure craft with this affordable, 
easy-to-use hand pump. Inflates up to 20 
psi with ease.  Pressure gauge included.   
#80016.01 | $34.95

Bravo Electric Pump
Just set the dial to the pressure you 
want, up to 15 psi, then watch as it 
inflates your board.   
#80027.01 | $179.95

PTS SUP Paddle
For a tough, economical SUP 
paddle, look no further than the 
PTS. A sturdy aluminum shaft 
and high-impact plastic blade 
make the PTS a great all-around 
stick for recreational paddlers. 
Sizes: 72"-81", 79"-91"
#77112.01 | $79.95
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NRS Inflatable 
SUP Boards
We’ve been designing and manufacturing inflatable 
watercraft for over 30 years. The experience we’ve 
gained building our world-renowned rafts, inflatable 
kayaks, rescue boards and river boards translates 
into better-designed, better-built SUPs with the 
most reliable materials and components. We also 
back every board with our Rock Solid Guarantee and 
the unmatched customer service that defines NRS.  

Unique features of NRS stand up paddleboards:

-   Top-quality Leafield C7 valves for ultimate 
reliability

-   Removable, interchangeable fins let you customize 
your setup

-   Nylon fins absorb impacts without breaking

-   Flexible fin plates allow worry-free rolling 

-   Integrated stomp pads for quick turns and 
maneuvers   

-   Stainless steel D-rings for attaching gear and 
your leash

-   Sturdy webbing handles for easy carrying and 
re-mounting

-   Heavy-duty reinforced seams for long-lasting 
dependability

Earl 4
Built for efficient paddling and smooth turning, the 
Earl 4 gives you a sleek, swift ride for fitness paddling, 
flatwater cruising, river running and light surfing. It ’s 
a can’t-miss choice for paddlers seeking one inflatable 
board to do it all. 
Size: 10’6”L x 30”W x 4”D; 21 lbs.
#86100.02 | $995.00

Earl 6
The Earl 6 gives you the same sleek, swift ride as 
the Earl 4, but in a thicker design with more volume 
for larger paddlers. Whether you’re paddling for 
fitness, fun or thrills—on flatwater or waves—this 
board has you covered. 
Size: 10’6”L x 30”W x 6”D; 22 lbs.
#86098.01 | $1,195.00



Baron 4
Long, wide and built to glide, the Baron 4 gives you a 
sturdy platform for flatwater cruising, touring, fitness 
paddling, river running, and even SUP yoga. Its broad, 
stable deck gives you room for gear (and pets), and the 
tapered tail makes it surprisingly agile for its size. 
Size: 11’4”L x 36”W x 4”D; 27 lbs.
#86102.02 | $1,195.00

Baron 6
The Baron 6 gives you the same performance as the Baron 4, 
but with extra buoyancy for carrying larger paddlers and more 
cargo. You’ll love this board for flatwater cruising, touring, 
fitness paddling, river running and SUP yoga. It ’s great for 
bringing along kids and dogs, too!
Size: 11’4”L x 36”W x 6”D; 28 lbs.
#86099.01 | $1,395.00
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Women’s Mayra | NEW
The Mayra brings fitness-minded women an inflatable board designed to provide more deck space and stability for 
better workouts on the water. SUP yoga fans will especially love this design. 
Size: 10'6"L x 32"W x 4"D; 24 lbs.
#86113.01 | $1,095.00
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Women’s Valencia | NEW
Women stand up paddlers looking for a great all-around board that’s easy to transport and store will love the Valencia 
SUP. Whether for fitness paddling or light surfing and river running, this inflatable board delivers. 
Size: 9'6"L x 32"W x 4"D; 22 lbs.
#86115.01 | $995.00
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g i v e a w a y
BIG DREAMS DO 

COME TRUE
Maybe you’ll never 
paddle like Ben Marr 
in “Dream” from NRS 
Films, but at least you 
can dress like him. We’re 
giving away your dream 
paddling kit.

Enter to win and watch the film at nrs.com/dream


